
 
Hawaiians and Independent and Dependent Clauses— 

with Kapri Tulang-DeSilva 
 

In the English Language there are clauses. I don’t mean Mr. and Mrs. Clause, although that 
would be pretty surreal if they were part of the English language. These clauses are different.  
 
A clause must have a subject and a predicate. Clauses that can remain on their own are called 
independent clauses. Independent clauses are so easy to understand; even Hobs knows how to 
determine an independent clause. It’s even easy to understand in Hawaiian. There is no specific 
word in Hawaiian that is independent clauses, but in Hawaiian the action goes before the person 
or thing doing the action.  
 
ʻAi au ma ʻAkahi.   I eat at ʻAkahi. 
Kākau kākou i ka papa.  We write in class. 
Hiamoe ka ʻīlio.   The dog sleeps. 
 
When Hobs is not mosying around Konia Field, you can find her sleeping in Mr. Slagel’s office.  
 
There are also dependent clauses, which have a subject and predicate but canʻt be left alone and 
do not have a completeness of thought. Therefore, they must be connected to a independent 
clause. One type of dependent clause is an adverb clause, which starts with a subordinate 
conjuction. If Hobs can find a subordinate clause in a sentence, so can you. She can even find it 
in Hawaiian. Just like in English, the subordinate conjuctions in Hawaiian are found in the 
beginning of the clause. 
 
Ma mua o koʻu hele i ke kula    Before I go to school  
Inā hana ʻo ia i kāna haʻawina pili home  If she does her homework 
No ka mea hiamoe au i ka papa   Because I sleep in class 

 
There are more subordinate 
conjuctions, but as long as you 
know that adverb clauses start with 
them and need an independent 
clause to make a sentence, you have 
mastered adverb clauses. 
 
	
	
	
	
	
Hobs	knows	the	old	adage	“Don’t	
bite	the	hand	that	feeds	you.”		
Sadly,	Kapri	discovered	there	is	no	
adage	saying	“Don’t	bite	the	hand	
that	typed	Hobs	sleeps	in	the	office	
all	the	time.”	
	
What’s	Hawaiian	for	“Ouch?”	


